
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 In this chapter, the writer presents the conclusion related to analysis in 

chapter IV. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

 The research is about taboo words uttered by Bill Costigan and Colin 

Sullivan in “The Departed” movie. From the research, the writer found out that 

Bill Costigan and Colin Sullivan uttered many kinds of taboo words. According to 

Wardhaugh’s categories, the writer found out that from eight types of taboo 

words, Bill Costigan only uses 3 types are sex, excretion and bodily function. He 

never uses mother-in-law, certain game animal, death, religious matter and left 

hand. Colin Sullivan uses 4 types of taboo words, mother-in-law, sex, excretion 

and bodily function. He never uses certain game animal, death, religious matter 

and left hand. The highest number of the types of taboo words mostly uttered by 

Bill Costigan and Colin Sullivan is sex term. 

 The writer concluded that the intimacy and the topic have important rule in 

influencing speaker to use taboo words in the conversation because the closest 

relationship between the speaker and the hearer, they will easily use taboo words. 

Taboo words which were used by Bill Costigan and Colin Sullivan in their 

conversation mostly function add emphasis to statements whether positive or 



negative when they talk or have conversation. They use it to strengthen the 

statement that they made. 

 

5.2 Suggestions 

 The research focuses on taboo words uttered by Bill Costigan and Colin 

Sullivan in movie entitled “The Departed”. This research is expected to give 

contribution toward developing knowledge in sociolinguistics especially taboo 

words. 

 Hopefully, this research is useful for the students, especially in English 

Language and Literature Department, because it provides empirical data to 

increase the student’s knowledge in taboo words. To broaden this area of study, it 

is hoped that next researchers to conduct the research on taboo words using others 

theories and objects such as song, daily conversation, and novel. It is hoped that 

the students can get more information and knowledge about taboo words. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


